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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Marketing Objectives
Our campaign is designed to raise awareness about the positive environmental benefits of
green infrastructure and to encourage homeowners in Metro Vancouver to participate by
disconnecting their downspouts.
Our target market is residential homeowners in the Vancouver area.
Our goal is to have 4,000 homes disconnect their downspouts in the first year of the campaign,
this means an adoption for 10% of all single-standing homes in Vancouver.

CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS
Appeal & Tactics
Our campaign will use emotional and factual appeals to engage viewers. By using emotional
appeals, viewers will feel invested in the campaign and want to contribute to its success. With
factual appeals, we can convince people that disconnecting their downspouts will have a
positive influence on the environment. We can make the campaign as accessible as possible by
clearly and concisely explaining the environmental impacts.
To incorporate emotional appeal, we created a mascot that ties together all aspects of the
campaign: a raindrop named Drew Drop (see Appendix A Figure 1). Since we are targeting
homeowners, and most single-detached homes are owned by families, a friendly and cute
mascot will appeal to both children and adults. Drew will be the face of the campaign and a
recognizable and memorable figure for viewers.
The tone we wanted to convey through our campaign is “fun and exciting but informative.” We
want to engage Vancouverites by showing them that installing a rain garden is an enjoyable and
valuable addition to any home. This will reflect the factual and emotional nature of our appeal.
Our mascot, Drew Drop, will be helpful in setting this tone for the campaign. He’s a cartoon
character, which makes information about the program and rain gardens entertaining and
accessible.

CAMPAIGN ELEMENTS
Media
We will utilize all modes of media for the campaign, including the following:
• Digital Media – social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)
• Online Advertisements – banner ad, video ad (Google Ad, Vancouver Sun)
• Print Media – poster, postcard
• Events – booth at related events
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Public Relations
With our PR efforts we plan to raise awareness and alter perceptions of the Downspout
Disconnect program. As our target market is homeowners, we want to create a discussion
inside of people’s homes. The three main vessels used in our PR program will be local news
media, student presentations, and of course social media.
We will contact TV news broadcasters such as CTV, CBC, or Global to spark interest in
conducting a short interview in which we can summarize the main points of the Downspout
Disconnect initiative. The major issues discussed will be of wasted rainwater and how it can be
used resourcefully. We can also contact article-based news sources for written interviews such
as The Province, Vancouver Courier, or The Tyee.
Student presentations means that we will hire science students to teach kids at local elementary
schools all about Vancouver’s relationship with rainwater, and how it can either be a pollutant or
a valuable resource to our city. These presentations will be fun, engaging, and informative. The
kids will engage in activities that reinforce the topics related to the Downspout Disconnect
program (see Appendix B Figure 1). This presentation will be the highlight of the child’s school
day so that once they get home they can spark a conversion with their families about
disconnecting their own downspout.

Events
We will attend sportsmen shows and cottage expos to gain attention from outdoorsy
homeowners who are early adopters and looking to make home improvements. Attendees at
these shows are dedicated to outdoor hobbies (mountain biking, fishing, hiking) so they care
about the environmental benefits of the downspout disconnect program. It’s also likely that
people attending sports shows have disposable income, as many of these hobbies are
expensive; which also means they are more likely to own their own house. People who attend
sports shows and expos would be interested in setting up their own rain garden and have the
free time to do so. In addition, promotion at these shows and expos will add extra reach to our
target market as people will drive from outside of Vancouver to attend these events, exposing a
further reaching crowd to a campaign they may otherwise miss.
Raindrop Scavenger Hunt
Clues are released weekly on social media to find Drew Drop the mascot as well as campaign
booths hidden around the city. People can follow the clues and can take pictures of themselves
with each raindrop. Contestants who are able to follow all the clues and find every Drew Drop
cut out can enter to win a prize draw for a garden “makeover” worth up to $600. Locations could
be botanical gardens, water reserves, salmon hatchery, Vancouver aquarium - areas that
incorporate green space in their urban planning.
Volunteers or paid staff will set up a pop-up tent or booth near the location of the “clue”, this will
allow them to greet contestants as they take their picture, as well as promote the campaign to
passersby. They can collect email addresses from people who might be interested in the
campaign in return for a free promotional item (fridge magnet, keychain, seed packet, etc.).
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Promotional Items
We will have two main uses for promotional items: thank-you packages and events.
Event Handouts
Stickers and magnets will be overlapping items that will be used for both the thank-you
packages and as handouts at events. Both items will be branded with our mascot Drew Drop
and the campaign slogan “Don’t Stop the Raindrop”.
Thank-You Package
These packages will be mailed to homeowners that participate in the project by disconnecting
their downspout and redirecting the rainwater to a rain garden. Not only will receiving these
packages make the homeowners feel special and their efforts appreciated, the branded items in
the package will also help to promote the project further. Participants will notify us of their rain
garden through the following ways:
1. Email pictures of their rain garden to rainwater@vancouver.ca.
2. Post pictures of their rain garden on social media using the hashtag: #RainCityStrategy
and #iLoveRancouver.
3. Mail pictures of their rain garden to City of Vancouver.
4. Drop off pictures of their rain garden at city hall or community centres in Vancouver.
The Thank-You Package will include:
• 1 yard sign with “Welcome to Our Rain Garden!” “#iLoveRaincouver #RainCityStrategy”
(see Appendix C Figure 1)
• 1 yard sign stand
• 1 sticker with a picture of Drew Drop and “Don’t Stop the Raindrop...” “#RainCityStrategy
#iLoveRancouver” (see Appendix C Figure 2)
• 1 magnet with a picture of Drew Drop and “Don’t Stop the Raindrop...” (see Appendix C
Figure 2)
• 1 packet of marsh marigold seeds
• 1 reusable tote bag with a picture of Drew Drop, “Don’t Stop the Raindrop” and
“#iLoveRancouver #RainCityStrategy”
• 1 thank-you card with a short-handwritten note from the City of Vancouver
The first 100 homeowners that send in their rain gardens will also receive a t-shirt printed with
an image of Drew Drop and the “Don’t Stop the Raindrop…” campaign slogan in their package.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Banner
The media banners will be utilized to visually attract the target market through online resources.
The banner will come in two variations: One, with the catchphrase “disconnect your downspout
& reconnect with nature”, and the other with “don’t stop the raindrop” (see Appendix D Figures
1a, 1b). Both variations of the banner will include a link to the website, to encourage
homeowners to click through and read more information on the website about the reasons and
benefits for disconnecting one’s downspout. The banners can either be displayed horizontally or
vertically in a rectangular shape (see Appendix D Figure 1c).
Our campaign mascot DewDrop will be shown in the majority of our marketing communications,
including the online banners. In the banner he will be the spokesperson for communicating the
message. The background will also be related to showcasing nature, either with gardens,
rainbows, rainfalls, etc. As well all of the colouring of textboxes and other images should be kept
to a range of earth tone colours or water colours, to keep in theme with the message of helping
your city and the local environment.

Video
The 50-second video ad we created will be the centrepiece of the campaign. We plan to release
it on March 20, 2019, the first day of spring. The video will run on Facebook, Instagram and
YouTube. Stop-motion is used because of its approachable, family-friendly, familiar and
nostalgic characteristics. Throughout the video, Drew Drop chats to the viewers about the
negative impacts of rainwater run-off and ends with him showing viewers a solution to these
problems: a rain garden. The campaign website and hashtags are displayed at the end as a
CTA to encourage viewers to find out more.

Poster & Postcard
Both the poster and postcard designs are inspired by the video ad’s images. With the same
crafty feel, the print materials tie in well with the digital ads to create a cohesive advertisement
portfolio.
The poster is in landscape format and depicts the final scene of the video ad with Drew Drop in
the rain garden. The CTA “Disconnect your downspout & Reconnect with nature” is prominently
displayed in the centre, and additional information including the campaign website, contact
information and hashtags are written on the right-hand side (see Appendix D Figure 2).
The postcard will be printed horizontally, with images and text on both sides. On the front, the
campaign slogan “Don’t Stop the Raindrop…” and Drew Drop, are the focal points in the
foreground with the rainy Vancouver cityscape in the background (see Appendix D Figure 3a).
On the back, the same rain garden scene is depicted with the same campaign website, contact
information, hashtags, and the addition of a “Did You Know?” fact. (see Appendix D Figure 3b).
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
Social Media Plan
Social media is one of the most powerful tools we will use for managing our public relations. A
cohesive social media platform of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest will help to
communicate with our target audience.
•
•
•

•

Facebook: will provide a solid synopsis of the Downspout Disconnect program.
Twitter: will act as rich media for dialogue with the community and provide a public place
for questions to be answered (see Appendix F Figure 3).
Instagram: will offer visual inspiration for people to browse rain garden photos as well as
praise and support those who have taken the initiative to start their own gardens (see
Appendix F Figure 1, 2).
Pinterest: would be a great place to link a DIY project: Downspout Disconnection and
Sustainable Ways to use Rainwater.

We can track our social media engagement with the hashtags #iLoveRaincouver and
#RainCityStrategy. Social media content creation is scheduled to begin in January 2019; our
first posts will encourage audiences to adopt new year’s resolutions that aim to recycle water.
We aim to release at least one post daily with accelerated engagement in the springtime and
summer.

Influencers:
In addition to creating the campaigns personal Instagram, Facebook and Twitter, Rain City
Strategy can reach out to influencers on Instagram and have them share sponsored posts and
content to their pages. Below are listed some of the options that would be a good fit with the
message of the campaign and be appropriate matches with capturing the target market:
• @vancitywild
- 146k followers, husband and wife page, photography of west coast travel.
• @tamarataggart
- 38.2k, followers “mum+wife”, former news anchor for CTV who retired in August
2018. Posts about charitable and ethical social responsibility.
• @mijungleectv
- 1,702 followers, current CTV news anchor.
• @viawesome
- 83.9k followers, they share photos compiled from other people in Vancouver.
• @vanhomeshows
- 3,998 followers, hosts of BC Home and Garden show (Feb 20-24) and the
Vancouver fall home show.
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BUDGET RATIONALE
(see Appendix G for the full Budget spreadsheet)
Total Budget Used: $49,999.83

Public Relations:
Total amount: $ $4,600.00
Student Elementary School Presentations:
Vancouver has 91 elementary schools; we suggest a 50% coverage.
Each school visit will require: 2 presenters, 3 hours of work at $12.65/hour (paid break), cost of
transportation, costs of print-out activities and prizes. Cost per visit: $100

Social Media
Total amount: $ 8,200.00
CPC
Budget is flexible, we suggest $100 x 22 weeks for the slower season (Sept-Jan) and for the
busy season (Feb-Aug) $200 x 30 weeks. CPC is estimated to be $.60 therefore we predict
gaining more than 10,000 conversions.
Influencers
Total Amount: $3,000.00
Roughly $500-$1000 per post, depending on what price we can negotiate with their agents.

Banner:
Total amount: $2,866.25
Vancouver Sun
• Avg. $37.50 CPM on website for a banner ad
• Spring Months and month before (Feb, Mar, Apr, May) Increase the ad exposure during
this time $37.50 CPM x 2/week = $75 x 4 weeks = $300/month x 4 months = $1,200
Some ideal websites to show the banner ads on are local Vancouver online news outlets such
as: CBC, Vancouver Sun and the Province to name a few. This would be beneficial as
according to Vividata 8 out of 10 Canadians read the newspaper, and 54% read their news
digitally. Majority of these news outlets will not clearly on their website provide a rate for
advertising without having you fill out an application to get in touch with the company at a later
date. However, the Vancouver Sun which reaches 565,00 daily print/digital readers, does show
some guidelines for the cost of their rates. For a “Top Layer” or “Peel Back” banner ad, the
company is charging $37.50 CPM. A company like CBC does not list their rates upfront but
instead promote the benefits of the market they capture. The website lists that their online
website attracts 16 million unique visitors per month, and that majority of their visitors are
between the ages of 25-54. The Province in addition promotes their readership consisting of
many having children at home, likely to have a higher than average household income
($75,000) and effectively reaches adults of all ages.
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Google Ads
• Avg. $1.25 CPC x 1,300 clicks = $1,666.25
We would also advertise through Google ads on the companies affiliated websites. Over the 4
months (Feb-May) of peak spring advertising, we will aim to receive 1,300 clicks on our banner
ads to encourage local homeowners to visit the website and to learn more about the benefits of
disconnecting their downspout. These would be extremely effective in capturing the target
market of homeowners that we require.

Video
Total amount: $1,300
Because the video concept is using stop-motion, no actors or elaborate sets are required for,
saving much of the production cost. The basic materials required are simply paper and a
camera. Therefore, we budgeted $800 for production and $500 for design.

Print Media
Total amount: $1,293.99
Print media will consist of posters and postcards. 100 posters will be printed at $0.44 a piece to
be placed around the city’s recreation centres and libraries. We will print 5,000 postcards at
$0.25 a piece. They will be distributed to recreation centres and libraries along with the posters,
as well as be used as handouts at events.

Events
Total amount: $7,972.60
To run our scavenger hunt, we will need to invest in a pop-up tent and prize money. A standard
tent will cost approximately $600.00, and the prize we will be offering will be a garden with a
value of up to $600. The average price to install a residential rain garden is $3/square foot so
this will allow a landscaping renovation of 200 square feet for the winner. Two employees will
man the booth at each secret location for four days. Paying two workers minimum wage ($12.65
per hour) and working 4-hour days for the four days of the scavenger hunt campaign, requires a
salary of approximately $405. The total cost of the scavenger hunt campaign will be $1,605.
The total cost of attending the BC Home and Garden Show will be $4,090.6. Booth rental at the
venue is $2,269 and employing two employees for three full days will cost $1,821.6
($12.65/hour x 8 hrs/day x 3 days = 303.6 per employee).
The BC’s Sportsmen Show will be $1,250.00 for the booth rental and $1,821.6 to hire two
employees for two days. The total cost to attend all three days of the BC’s Sportsmen Show will
be $2,277.00
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Promotional Items
Total amount: $20,766.99
Although social media is on the rise, holding something in one’s hand still leaves a powerful
impact, especially when the items are branded. As mentioned previously in the report, we will
use the promotional items in two ways: thank-you packages for homeowners that disconnect
their downspout and handouts for visitors at events. Each item will be printed with an image of
Drew Drop and the slogan “Don’t Stop the Raindrop”, to act as reminders of the campaigns
movement.
Yard Sign & Sign Stands: These items will be what showcases and marks the successes and
results of this campaign. Homeowners that send in pictures of their rain garden will receive
these in their thank-you package. Because the signs will be displayed for neighbours to see and
encourage them to build their own rain garden, the $9.75 per yard sign and stand combo will be
worth allocating the budget towards.
Plant Seeds: A thoughtful addition to the thank-you packages will be packets of marsh marigold
seeds. These flowers are suitable for both shady and sunny rain gardens and will be a good
plant to start off the homeowners’ rain gardens! In bulk, 500g equates to approximately 160,000
seeds and costs only $52.00.
T-Shirts: Ordering a total of 150 branded campaign t-shirts at $12.00 a piece, 100 will be special
additions to the first 100 homeowners that send in their rain garden pictures and included in
their thank-you packages. The remaining 50 will be for staff and volunteers to wear while
boothing and at school presentations.
Tote Bags: At $1.53 each, the 1,000 bags will be sent out in the thank-you packages.
Thank-You Cards: Printing 4,000 of them at $1.15 a piece, the final touch to the thank-you
packages will be personalized thank-you cards printed on recycled paper. These simple cards
will demonstrate the city’s appreciation for the homeowners.
Stickers & Magnets: These items are low cost but good avenues to display logos on. With a
total of 5,000 of each, stickers will be ordered at $0.49 a piece and magnets at $0.35 a piece. It
will cover the 4,000 to be sent out with the thank-you packages. The remaining 1,000 will be
divided between event booths and elementary school presentations.
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Blocking Chart Rationale
(see Appendix H for full Blocking Chart)

Events
We have chosen to begin our event attendance in the early spring so that communities can
begin planning to disconnect their downspouts and installing green infrastructure over the
summer in anticipation for the rainy fall months. We will continue attending various city events
(such as the International Children’s Festival, the PNE, etc.) throughout the summer to continue
advertising late summer installations. We have set our scavenger hunt to span the month of
April with the intention that the winner can have their rain gardens installed and starting to grow
in the fall. In order to continue exposure of the program, we will also set up pop up booth in the
parking lots at garden centers.

Postcards
We have allocated two weeks to design the postcard, two weeks for production and six weeks
for distribution and mail out.

Video Ad
We plan to begin the pre-production and story boarding of our ad at the start of January and
begin production through the first two weeks of February. We have budgeted another four
weeks for post-production and will launch starting in the first week of March. The videos ads will
continue through the month of April to coincide with our scavenger hunt for coordinated media
exposure.

Social Media
After the content creation portion in the first week of January, our social media posts will be
ready to be launched starting in the second week of January, which can tie into making
community resolutions for the new year. We will continue creating and rolling out social media
posts throughout the year. Our social media ads will run from mid-February to the end of
August.

Banner Ad
The banner ads should be shown with a mix of the build-up strategy, (leading to the peak
springtime Jan-Apr) seasonal strategy (increase at springtime but taper off after) and continuous
strategy (always promoting at a minimum level each year). Initially leading up to the actual
launch of the campaign in the first year, it will be run more and more often to start increasing
awareness. Banner ads are necessary to maintain running at a minimum throughout the year as
to constantly remind homeowners January through August to disconnect their downspout and
maximize the benefits.
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Public Relations
Creating PR materials will take place throughout January and be completed in mid-February.
We have set four weeks for us to make contact and arrangements with schools and will aim to
rollout our presentations on March 21st (the first day of spring). This will overlap for the first
week of visits and the last week of making contact with schools, so school visits can begin while
additional locations are being added to rotation. Our press briefs will be sent out starting at the
end of March and continue to be distributed until the end of April.
We are using a combination of seasonal and even media scheduling. Seasonal scheduling will
be most effective because home improvements and landscaping are more easily achievable
through the late spring and summer and will be most effective with awareness campaigns
beginning at the start of the year.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Partner with UBC Horticulture students to design and create a rain garden in UBC’s
Botanical Garden. As these students will be offered a course credit or bonus marks for their
project, their work will be free. Host a day to unveil the rain garden and have a sale on
recommended plants (sold through the Botanical Garden shop). Proceeds could go back to the
Botanical Garden. This could become a permanent part of the garden that would help educate
visitors and encourage them to install their own rain garden.
2. Booth at the PNE. Renting a booth at the PNE Agricultural Fair will cost $3,600 (including a
$750 upfront deposit). To hire three employees for minimum wage for the duration of the fair will
cost $4,250. As we will have already invested in a tent, there will already be one to use at the
PNE. The PNE total cost will be $7,850 to attend all two weeks of the fair.
3. DIY Videos & Infographics. Create short 30-second video clips to post on social media with
steps on how to disconnect your downspout. These videos will be a helpful resource for
homeowners and when they see how easy it is, it will encourage them to join the initiative.
Infographics are also handy tools that can be utilized multiple times in various digital and even
print mediums. Topics to include in infographics include but are not limited to: suitable rain
garden plants, how to build your own rain garden, etc.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Figure 1: Mascot – Drew Drop

Appendix B
Figure 1: Worksheet
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Appendix C
Figure 1: Promotional Item Sample – Yard Sign

Figure 2: Promotional Item Sample – Sticker & Magnet

Appendix D
Figure 1a: Banner – Horizontal
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Figure 1b: Banner – Vertical

Figure 1c: Sample Banner Application
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Figure 2: Poster

Figure 3a: Postcard – Front
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Figure 3b: Postcard – Back

Appendix E
Figure 1: Influencers
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Appendix F
Figure 1: Sample Instagram Post #1
Figure 2: Sample Instagram Post #2

Figure 3: Sample Twitter Post
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Appendix G: Budget
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Appendix H: Blocking Chart
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